the processes of construction. Once the work has been bisque-fired it loses its seductive allure and relies on a personal visual language of the artist, through which
the vitrified form gains new meaning and identity. Spanning almost five decades
of ceramics practice, I feel I have developed my own unique language, which
includes painting the surface with slip at its leather-hard stage, so that when applying glaze, the finish is dictated by what is underneath the glaze. I learned and
evolved this technique through reading about Simone Fraser’s knowledge of dry
glaze. Of course, I have played around with different clays in my slips, so maybe I
might try a bit of the NZ kaolin; experience and testing tells me that it will change
something in the firing and perhaps in me.
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There is a faint pencil note in the front of my tattered glaze recipe notebook that
tells me that to get a truly blue celadon, one should not use kaolin from Australia. It
needs to be premium kaolin such as New Zealand halloysite. This advice was given
to me about 30 years ago and helped me to recognise first that glaze technology
is a complete study in itself, and second, indicated that glazes are not really where
my interest lies. However, I was momentarily seduced by the glazed work of my
peers, and began a monumental task of finding and preserving illusive surfaces
and beautiful patterns, until I discovered that my true passion lies in exploring the
tactility and fragility of clay, its myriad forms, and the process of making an object
with my hand. I have since purchased a delicious blue celadon piece by Japanese
artist Masamichi Yoshigawa, which sits in my collection, and is a reminder that
we all go through moments of wanting the surface, the recipe or the firing details
of another, but as artists we have to dig deep to find our own legs. This is also
something that I hope I succeeded in passing onto students throughout my many
years as an arts educator, researcher and curator. Along with the advice that if you
love something that another has figured out, then purchase it, own it, cherish it
and learn from it.
So, as I am about to visit New Zealand for the first time, I am thinking about the
mysteries of its geology and geography. I doubt I will take a bit of precious premium kaolin from the “mythical world of Middle Earth” home with me, but it will
surely remind me about how I found my own voice. I am a hand-builder and I enjoy

I am a storyteller in the way I write and speak and in how I make work. I explore
the role of function as subject matter in the making of art. My work examines the
structure of vessels and the exploration of function. My studio practice is located
in an area that includes both pottery and sculpture. It is no longer just the work of
utility, which meets the demands of society, but a reassessment of the meaning of
purpose, gently challenging the philosophy of function.
Throughout the last century, the possibilities of working in clay have expanded to
include objects that are finding their way out of the kitchen and into living rooms,
boardrooms, gardens and public spaces. The range of influences in the contemporary world has meant that positioning work as either pottery or sculpture is a
narrow view. Drawing on function as my subject matter gives me a freedom to
explore and develop work that has its roots in many cultures and traditions, while
at the same time allowing my work to exist within a framework that has a domestic
allegiance. I enjoy the exploration of form, and the decisions about surface, rims,
openings, handles and spouts. The work is located within a line of tradition – a line
that is undulating, which digresses and blurs and is forever expanding. The explo2.
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ration of the vessel is common to many artist potters, but the making process, the
manual dexterity and the challenge of technique and dialogue with material and
form, result in a unique personal statement.
Samuel Smiles (1812-1904) states “He who never made a mistake, never made a
discovery”, which has spurred me on to try things, mostly in the geology within
clay and glaze, or in the melt within a firing. I was brought up on a farm in the Upper Murray area in southern New South Wales, and so when digging deep within
my own life and experiences, I return to landscape, and the influence of place. My
current work expresses the contrast between the extremes of country and city.
Combining these extremes, I have produced large objects inspired by old water
tanks and buckets, often with distorted shapes. This reference is a mnemonic
device, suggesting the way that old discarded barrels and buckets from previous
usage gain a history and patina, which I am attracted to. I search for surfaces that
mimic rust erosion, or growth such as mosses and lichens in the landscape, and
trying to achieve the green verdigris colours of aging copper and the patina of
bronzes. Try to imagine my surprise when trees turned up one day when I opened
the kiln.
It is these ‘Trees of the Monaro’ that I want to weave into this story. There are many
journeys that inform this work, influences from road trips through the Monaro area
in southern NSW, and drawing cactus in Mexico last year. It is these influences and
drawings that create abstract simplifications, which trigger one’s own sensations.
These are results of the thoughts that keep the traveller awake through the miles
traversed, and they are the passing images that become familiar and permeate
the creative processes that inform this art. The spheres and ovoid forms were
pinched and coiled upside down, as a side idea to another project. If I had set out
to make trees they would have been completely different. They revealed themselves to me. I continue to explore these forms because they contain a mysterious
language that is deeply personal, expressing basic human emotions of loss, vulnerability, ecstasy and change.
I am fascinated about how we as artists create work that speaks of the past, present and the future. It is through the connections that society has to clay objects
and vessels that we can learn much about our past. Excavated clay objects are
significant and enduring symbols of many great civilisations, and confirmation
that objects made from clay last long after the civilisations that created them have
disappeared. For today’s makers, this can be a reminder that their work is what
makes them unique, and good work carries within it a power of its own.
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2. Merran Esson 2018. Tumbarumba Tank. 20x26x24cms. Photo by Greg Piper.
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